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mechanism and though that do not. The former asserts that 
imitation is affected by goals extracted from the movements. The 
latter asserts that imitation is not affected by goals. Imitation 
is effected by relatively accentuated out of various parts that 
composed a series of movements. The relatively accentuated 
parts are not necessary related goals. It is just highly visible parts 
that composed a series of movements.

The theory of goal-directed imitation (GOADI) posits 
that imitation is affected by the goal extracted from the 
movements [6-9]. According to GOADI, observed movements are 
decomposed into elements of movement patterns, followed by 
their re composition. GOADI maintains that the decomposition-
re composition process is strongly affected by goals that are 
extracted from the movements. For a series of movements 
composed of several elements, the element that is selected as a 
goal will attract sufficient attention and be imitated accurately. 
However, elements that are not selected as a goal may not attract 
sufficient attention, which may lead to imitation errors. GOADI 
was initially proposed in research with children, although it was 
asserted that GOADI is applicable to any age group [9]. 

A number of research studies have been conducted related to 
the theory of GOADI. Some studies suggested that there was no 
fundamental difference in imitation behavior between children 
and adults [10,11] Prior experience and context influenced 
children’s goal-directed imitation [12-16]. In face-to-face full-
body imitation, children often show mirror responses. When 
mimicking another person’s position, children may imitate as if 
they are looking in a mirror, or they may use the same hand in the 
goal-directed imitation [17]; but see [18]. In the first year of life, 
infants were able to selectively reproduce others’ movements 
toward a goal [19,20]. These studies mostly agree in supporting 
the theory of GOADI.

However, a criticism of GOADI is that the selection of goals is 
biased, for example when a series of movements was presented; 
the outcome element (rather than the means by which the 
elements were performed) was more likely to be selected as a 
goal [9]. When a target action such as the operation of machinery 
was presented to children, the action of pressing a switch was 

Introduction 
Children may observe movements (usually of people), and in 

imitation may reproduce these movements in their own actions. 
One important area of research involves studying the role of the 
goal in imitation, while another area of research focuses on the 
salience of the components of the activity that is imitated. People 
master previous generation’s inventions and creations through 
imitation. Moreover, new practices are introduced into the social 
group through imitation. Thus, learning through imitation is 
necessary for adaptation to a specific cultural group [1]. Imitation 
plays a particularly important role in learning, especially as 
children begin participating in the cultural group around them 
[2].

The one of the most important research argument is 
transformation mechanism from perception to movement in the 
imitation process (e.g. [3-5]). They can be largely grouped into 
perspectives that support goal were involved in transformation 

Abstract
The most basic unit of imitation is the ability to translate 

observed movements into our own movements and reproduce them 
as our own actions. Goal-directed theories assert that imitation is 
affected by goals extracted from the observed movements, whereas 
generalist hypothesis asserts that imitation is affected by the salience 
of the components rather than the goals. This study developed a 
new imitation task in order to clarify the role of goals in imitating 
movement to examine the relative applicability of these two theories 
to children’s imitation. Young children (N = 55; mean age = 5:1 
years, age range = 4 yr. 1 mo. - 6 yr. 0 mo.) were asked to imitate the 
movements of an experimenter with a toy train. While the children 
observed the experimenter moving the toy train, they also heard a 
commentary describing the train’s departure and the trip until the 
train arrives at the station. The commentary emphasized that the 
train’s movements had a start and a goal. We analyzed the children’s 
imitation errors, including whether the color salience of the goal 
influenced the accuracy of their imitation. The results supported 
the generalist hypothesis, because the part that was relatively 
accentuated was more accurately imitated. 
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more likely to be selected as the goal rather than the hand that 
was used or the trajectory of the movement. This type of goal 
selection is called imitation-specific processes of goal selection 
(e.g. [21]). It has been suggested that this is an encoding process 
for movement imitation that is different from the general 
encoding process that mediates perception-movement tasks. 

The generalist hypothesis posits that imitation is not affected 
by a goal extracted from the movements, but rather is affected 
by salience [21,22]. Bird et al. (2007) [21] indicated that when 
an element was relatively accentuated compared to the other 
elements that composed a series of movements, then that 
element was likely to be imitated accurately. Their experiments 
used a pen-and-cups task, which had been developed as a test 
of GOADI (e.g. [9]). In Bird et al. adult participants were asked 
to look at a movement of holding a pen in a hand and moving 
the pen closer to a cup in front of the person, and then they 
were asked to imitate the movement. This movement consists 
of three elements: whether to use the right hand or left (effecter 
selection), whether to hold the thumb upward or downward 
while holding the pen (grip selection) and which of the two cups 
in front to move toward (object selection). If the imitation-specific 
processes of goal selection are a valid mechanism, then the 
outcome is more likely to be imitated accurately than the means 
and thus the number of errors should form a pattern of cup < 
hand < grip. However, in the results of Bird et al. when an element 
was relatively accentuated by color, the number of errors for the 
accentuated element decreased, differing from the error pattern 
of cup < hand < grip. In other words, imitation-specific processes 
of goal selection were not supported. The generalist hypothesis 
was supported because the element was relatively emphasized 
in the whole, and the movement outcome was not necessarily 
selected as a goal. 

As discussed above, the GOADI and generalist hypothesis 
do not agree on goal bias. GOADI emphasize the importance of 
a goal extracted from the movements and imitation-specific 
processes of goal selection. On the other hand, the generalist 
hypothesis negates the importance of the goal, and asserts that 
imitation is mainly affected by elements, which were relatively 
accentuated in the movements. The reason for this disagreement 
may involve the characteristics of the pen-and-cups task. In the 
pen-and-cups task, the participants were presented a series of 
object manipulations. The three elements that were presented 
in sequence were clarified visually, however the goal was not 
clarified because this series of movements was not everyday 
movements, and thus was relatively incomprehensible. 
Therefore, the goal was not sufficiently specific, and could not be 
accurately extracted from the movements. 

The present study examines goal bias by using a goal 
clarification task. The experimenter demonstrates object 
manipulations to the participants, and at the same time 
the experimenter provides a commentary about the object 
manipulations that describes the goal. Specifically in this study 
with children, the experimenter manipulates a toy train while 
talking about the train’s movements (“Now this train is departing 
to go to this place” and “the train arrived at this station”). In 

the commentary, the start, midstream, and goal of the object 
manipulations are clear and precise. Although the participants 
in [21] were adults, GOADI was originally proposed in research 
about children. Therefore the present study used children as 
participants.

This study analyzes children’s imitation responses for 
elements of movements by using a verbal goal-clarification task. If 
GOADI is correct, then the goal elements should be imitated more 
accurately than the other elements. However, if the generalist 
hypothesis were correct, then the goal elements would not be 
imitated accurately than the other elements. 

Methods
Participants

The participants were 55 children, ages 4 yr. 1 mo. to 6 yr. 
0 mo. (mean age = 5:1). Children were randomly assigned into 
three conditions: control condition (N = 19, mean age = 5:2, age 
range = 4 yr. 2 mo. - 6 yr. 0 mo.), coloring condition (N = 17, 
mean age = 5:1, age range = 4 yr. 1 mo. - 6 yr. 0 mo.), and replace 
condition (N = 19, mean age = 5:1, age range = 4 yr. 1 mo. - 5 yr. 11 
mo.). The aims of the study were explained to the parents of the 
children and the preschoolers, and their consent was obtained.

Materials

The materials consisted of a green board and a white board, 
two white plastic containers, and a bilaterally symmetric blue toy 
train with eight wheels (see Figure 1). The green board was put 
on top of the white board so that the exposed part of the white 
board was closest to the experimenter and child, and the green 
board was further away. The train was initially placed on the 
white board. The two containers were placed on the green board 
in the left and right corners furthest from the experimenter and 
child. 

Procedure 

Each child was tested individually in a quiet room. The 
participant and the experimenter sat on opposite sides of the 

Figure 1: Layout of the materials. The train was a plastic toy train, and 
the two goals were white plastic containers that were open in the front. 
Four variable elements were involved in the manipulations of the toy 
train. The Effecter was the hand (Left or Right) that held and moved the 
train. The Start was the position (Left or Right) of the train at the start. 
Turn was whether the train was turned Left or Right 90 degrees. The 
Goal was the target container for the train. 
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table. The experimenter asked the child to play what is called the 
“mimic game”. An action model consisting of simple elements of 
physically manipulating objects was developed for this study, 
based on [9]. First, the experimenter picked up the toy train from 
the white board with either the right or the left hand. Second, the 
train was placed at the right or left corner on the green board 
closest to the experimenter and the train was moved to the 
middle of the green board. Third, the train was turned right or 
left 90 degrees. Fourth, the train was moved to the destination 
at the further corner of the green board on the right or left side.

Thus, the action model consisted of four elements: right or 
left hand (effecter: EF), right or left start point (start: ST), right 
and left turn (treatment: TR), and right and left destination (goal: 
GO). In total, 16 variations of the target action were possible 
(2×2×2×2 = 16).The sixteen variations were randomized and all 
variations were demonstrated to each child. 

In a practice trial, the experimenter demonstrated some 
movements to the child and told them “Try to do what I do”. 
Regardless of the child’s response, the experimenter said “very 
good” or “yes”. 

The experimenter used a playful style of interaction with the 
child. To begin with, the experimenter pointed at the toy train, 
and said, “This is a train, do you understand?” Next, pointing 
at both of the containers, he said, “Both of these are the train 
stations, do you understand?”Then he said, “Now, this train is 
departing from this place to go”. The experimenter’s train was 
placed on the right or the left side of the green board with his 
left or right hand, and then moved it to the middle of the green 
board. The experimenter said, “The train turns around here”, and 
then he turned the train to the right or left 90 degrees with his 
left or right hand. Then, he asked, “Which station does this train 
go to? Mmm… the train goes to this station”. He then moved the 
train with his left or right hand into the right or the left station. 
Next he said, repeating himself, “The train arrived at this station, 
arrived at this station”. The experimenter made verbal comments 
about the series of train movements to emphasize that the train’s 
movements had a start and a goal. He emphasized that the train 
arriving at the station was the goal. 

The instructions, demonstrations, and commentary were 
the same in all the conditions. The only thing that was varied 
was a physical aspect of the goal (see Figure 2). In the coloring 
condition, a hologram red circle was on one of the white plastic 
goal containers and a hologram red-x was on the other, which 
made the goals especially salient. When the experimenter 
demonstrated the target action, the right position goal had the 
x-mark and the left position goal had the circle mark. When the 
child imitated the demonstrated model, the right position goal 
had the x-mark and the left position goal had the circle mark. 
In the replace condition, the same marks were used. However, 
when the experimenter demonstrated the target action, the right 
position goal had the x-mark and the left position goal had the 
circle mark. But when the child imitated the demonstrated model, 
the right position goal had the circle mark and left position goal 
had the x-mark. In other words, in the replace condition, the goals 
with the red x-mark and circle mark were switched from the left 

and the right sides from the demonstration to the imitation task. 
In the control condition, the goals were not visually emphasized 
with red marks. When the experimenter demonstrated the target 
action and the child imitated, the right and left position goals 
were simply the white containers.

Scoring of imitation responses

Scoring was done using videotapes, which only showed the 
children’s imitative responses. Imitation responses that did not 
correspond with the protocol for the demonstrated movements 
were considered error responses. The mean numbers of errors 
for each condition and action model elements are displayed in 
Figure 3. 

Results
ANOVA was applied to the number of errors, with condition 

(Control, Coloring and Replace) as a between subjects factor and 
the elements of the action model (EF, ST, TR, and GO) as within-
subjects factors. The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of 
condition (F2, 52 = 27.07, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.501), and a main effect 
of element (F3, 156 = 22.13, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.299). In addition, there 
was a significant interaction between condition and element (F6, 

156 = 12.33, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.314). 

A test of simple effects showed that condition was significant 
for element GO (F2, 52 = 33.75, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.556). Multiple 
comparisons by t-tests (α = 0.05, two-sided test) showed 
significantly more errors for conditions Control (p < 0.001, d 
= 2.267) and Replace (p < 0 .001, d = 2.425) than for Coloring. 
A test of simple effect showed that element was significant for 
condition Control (F3, 156= 19.04, p < 0.001, η2 = .268). Multiple 
comparisons using t-tests showed more errors for GO (p < 0.001, 

Control Coloring Replace

Adults (demonstrate)

Adults (wait-and-see)

Children (observe)

Children (reproduce)

Adults (demonstrate) Adults (demonstrate)

× ○

Children (observe) Children (observe)

Adults (wait-and-see) Adults (wait-and-see)

Children (reproduce) Children (reproduce)

× ○

○ × × ○

Figure 2: Arrangement of the goal elements in the three conditions. 
The experimenter and child sat on opposite sides of the table. The top 
row shows the arrangement for the experimenter’s demonstration and 
the bottom row shows the arrangement for the child’s imitation. In the 
control condition, the containers had no marks. Thus, the demonstra-
tion and imitation were not different in the arrangement of the goals. In 
the coloring condition, the red-x and red circle marked the containers. 
The demonstration and imitation did not differ in the arrangement of 
goals. In the replace condition, the goal containers with the red-x and 
red circle marks were switched in arrangement between the demon-
stration and imitation. In the demonstration, the experimenter’s right 
side was the x-mark, and the left side was the circle mark. In the imita-
tion, the children’s right side was the circle mark, and the left side was 
the x-mark.
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d = 1.094) and ST (p < 0.001, d = 0.893) than for EF, and GO (p 
< 0.001, d = 1.513) and ST (p < 0.001, d = 1.450) than for TR. 
A test of simple effects showed that element was significant for 
condition Coloring (F3, 156= 10.10, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.162). Multiple 
comparisons by t-tests showed more errors for elements ST than 
GO (p < 0.002, d = 0.657). A test of simple effects showed that 
element was significant for condition Replace (F3, 156 = 17.66, p < 
0.001, η2 = 0.253). Multiple comparisons by t-tests showed more 
errors for elements ST (p < 0.001, d = 0.805) and GO (p < 0.001, d 
= 1.222) than for EF, and more errors for element GO (p < 0.001, 
d = 1.586) and ST (p < 0.001, d = 0.869) than for TR.

Discussion
Numerous research studies have investigated the mechanisms 

for imitation from perception to movement. Findings from these 
studies sometimes support and other times do not support the 
effects of the goal on imitation. GOADI emphasizes goal effects 
and imitation-specific processes of goal selection (e.g., [9]) When 
a series of movements was presented, the outcome element was 
more likely to be selected as a goal, rather than the means by 
which the elements were performed. In contrast, the generalist 
hypothesis posits that an element which is relatively accentuated 
out of various elements that compose a series of movement will 
be more accurately imitated [21,22].

First, the present study did not support imitation-specific 
processes of goal selection. The results for the control condition 
showed that ST and GO had higher error rates than EF and TR. 
GO emphasized the goal element, which was highlighted in the 
verbal commentary. Nonetheless, GO was not imitated accurately. 
In addition, EF had fewer errors of imitation, and was generally 
imitated accurately. These results do not support the validity 
of imitation-specific processes of goal selection as proposed by 
GOADI. Imitation-specific processes of goal selection assert that 
the outcome element would be imitated accurately, and the means 
elements would not be imitated as accurately [9]. If imitation-
specific processes of goal selection were operational, then 
outcome elements such as GO would be imitated accurately and 
means elements such as EF would not be imitated as accurately. 
However, the control condition yielded results contrary to the 

view of imitation-specific processes of goal selection. For the 
reasons given above, goal bias was not supported by our results.

There are other findings to note. The results for the control 
condition showed more errors of imitation for ST than for TR.EF 
is obviously applicable means elements, and GO is obviously 
applicable outcome element. However, ST and TR did not clearly 
fall into two basic categories. Thus, it is possible that ST has a 
resemblance to means elements, and TR has a resemblance 
to outcome elements. If this were the case, then the results for 
ST and TR would correspond to imitation-specific processes of 
goal selection, which would predict that means elements would 
have more errors in imitation than outcome elements. However, 
the essential research issue involves goal bias. An important 
concern is validation of whether the encoding process for goals 
is extracted from movements in imitation. Therefore, the present 
study analysis of imitation responses uses a goal clarification 
task. In the results, a large number of errors were found for the 
clarified goal elements. Furthermore, the GO was the most clear 
outcome element, and the EF was the most clear means element. 
If we regarded ST as an exception, the comprehensive results did 
not support the validity of imitation-specific processes of goal 
selection. 

Second, in the coloring condition, a red circle and red-x 
marked the containers to visually emphasize the goal elements. 
Using color to emphasize certain elements that compose a series 
of movement is the same methodology used in [21,22], which 
used the pen-and-cups task with adults. [18] used an improved 
pen-and-cups task with a similar methodology with children. 
However, these research studies used model movements that 
were not sufficient to specify the goal. The coloring condition 
in the present study was implemented to clarify the goal in a 
concrete way, along with the verbal commentary. The results for 
the coloring condition showed more errors for ST and TR than for 
GO, and more errors for ST than EF and TR. The GO element had 
the lowest rate of errors. In addition to this, the GO element had 
a higher error rate in the control condition than in the coloring 
condition.

The reason for the above results is the effect of coloring. That is 
to say, GO was relatively accentuated out of the various elements 
that composed the series of movements, so the goal element was 
accurately imitated. A possible counterargument involves goal 
bias, that the outcome was more likely to be selected as a goal, 
and thus the GO element was accurately imitated. However, if this 
is the case, then the GO element should be imitated accurately not 
only in the coloring condition but also in the control condition. 
Thus, these results support the generalist hypothesis [21,22]. 

Third, we discuss the results for the replace condition. In 
the replace condition, the goal containers had the red circle and 
x-mark, which is the same as in the coloring condition. However, 
the marked positions were not same for demonstration and 
imitation. In the demonstration, the experimenter’s right side 
had the x-mark and left side had the circle mark containers. 
However, in the imitation, the children’s right side had the circle 
mark and the left side had the x-mark containers. The children 
observed the visuospatial movement of the toy train and the two 

Figure 3: Mean number of errors for each element of the series of 
movements and for each condition. The elements are EF: Effector; ST: 
Start; TR: Turn; GO: Goal.
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goal containers with the marks. Thus, the children selected that 
which more sufficiently attracted their attention. The replace 
condition yielded more errors in imitation for ST and GO than 
for EF and TR. These results show that the GO element had the 
highest error rate among the four elements. The GO element 
also had a higher error rate than the control and replace, and the 
coloring condition.

These results also support the generalist hypothesis. If the 
goal effect influenced the error rates, then the GO element should 
not have many errors in the first place. Next, the distinction 
between the replace condition and the coloring condition involved 
changing the location of the goal marks between demonstration 
and imitation. The visuospatial movement of the train was not 
different in the two conditions. But many more errors were 
found for the GO element in the replace condition as a result of 
changing the positions of the marks. Lastly, the reason for the 
effect of changing the marks was that the marks were relatively 
accentuated out of the various elements that composed the series 
of movement. Thus, children gave more sufficient attention to 
the marks than to the visuospatial movements of the train. This 
explanation corresponds to the generalist hypothesis.

In closing, this study indicates that when an element is 
relatively emphasized in the whole, the movement outcome 
is not necessarily selected as a goal in the children’s imitation. 
Of the two possible theories about imitation mechanisms, one 
emphasizes a goal effect, while the other does not. However, the 
previous studies used a series of movement that did not clarify 
the goal of the movement, such as the pen-and cups task. In the 
present study, we developed a new imitation task that clarified 
and concretely represented the goal of the movement by the 
verbal commentary. That is to say, we examined the goal effect by 
using a goal clarification task. Thus, we investigated goal effects 
under conditions that have received little attention in previous 
studies.

One question worthy of future research is the comparison 
between children and adults. In this study, we conducted an 
imitation task with children. The imitation-specific processes of 
goal selection of GOADI were originally proposed in the context 
of research with children. Furthermore, a large part of the 
research studies related to GOADI were conducted with children. 
However, it is necessary to examine imitation mechanisms in 
adults as well [21] also reported that error patterns did not differ 
when a presented target action was converted to movement 
and when it was explained verbally for adult participants. This 
indicated that it makes no specific difference whether a target 
action is converted into movement or is converted into language 
following visual input. In contrast, [23] used a dual-task method 
and found that for adults the movement conversion and language 
conversion involved different mechanisms. Thus, research about 
imitation by children supports the generalist hypothesis in this 
study; however imitation by adults did not support all aspects of 
the generalist hypothesis. Thus, further research with adults is 
needed using similar methods. 

In addition, [22] pointed out that the term “goal” was not 
clearly defined. They indicated that the term “goal” in GOADI 

was sometimes extended to cover the notion of physical, end-
state goals or mentalistic goals. This matter of the definition of 
“goal” could complicate finding about the central transformation 
mechanism from perception to movement in the imitation 
process. In the present study, the goal elements were physical, 
end-state goals and mentalistic goals. So the present study did not 
directly address this matter of the definition of “goal”. However, 
clarifying the definition of “goal” is needed to make an exhaustive 
model or theory of the imitation mechanism. 
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